
From: Shane Thompson
To: Cory Vanthuyne
Cc: Michael Ball; Cathleen Knotsch; Debra Richards; Mark Pocklington (markpocklington@gmail.com)
Subject: FW: CBC North Article on Proposed New Mining Regulations
Date: February 14, 2019 12:20:48 PM
Attachments: CBC North, Mixed reaction from MLAs as review of N.W.T."s Mineral Resources Act begins _ CBC News.pdf

Good afternoon Cory,
 
Please find enclosed an email from Mr. Mark Pocklington (former Band Manager for Nahanni Butte)
with his concerns.  I realize you have not reach out for comments or set up your committee tour to
deal with the NWT MRA.
 
I would greatly appreciate if you can add this email as a written response and added to your final
report.
 
Thanks for your time and I look forward to your response.
 
Shane Thompson
Nahendeh MLA
Member of 18th Legislative Assembly
Legislative Assembly of the NWT
Phone: 1800-661-0784 ext:  12140
Office:867-695-3780
Cell: 867-695-1215
 
 
 
From: Mark Pocklington [mailto:markpocklington@gmail.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, February 13, 2019 5:17 PM
To: Shane Thompson
Subject: CBC North Article on Proposed New Mining Regulations
 
Good afternoon Shane,
 
I am contacting you as an MLA to offer my comments on the proposed new mining
regulations for the NWT, (pdf of CBC North article attached).
 
After many years of experience and success as a gold mining prospector in the Yukon, I am
concerned new legislation may in fact advance the interests of mining speculators and
promoters and not benefit local entrepreneurs and First Nation communities.  This is what
happened when the Yukon Quartz Mining Act was overhauled in 2008.
 
My main concern is the staking protocol for prospectors.  In the past, the Act ensured that
stakers would actually be "walking" the ground and be on site to erect a claim post fashioned
from a tree or a rock cairn to identify their claim.
 
I acknowledge that we must evolve our methods of staking especially now that we have the
accuracy of a handheld GPS unit.  However, the proposed online map stacking completely
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Mixed reaction from MLAs as review of N.W.T.'s Mineral Resources
Act begins


Regular MLAs have 120 days to review, recommend changes on key piece of legislation


Alex Brockman · CBC News · Posted: Feb 13, 2019 8:26 AM CT | Last Updated: 8 hours ago


An aerial view of the Ekati mine, 300 kilometres northeast of Yellowknife. The Mineral Resources Act revamps
mining laws in the Northwest Territories that have been unchanged since devolution. (Dominion Diamond
Corporation)


As the N.W.T.'s Mineral Resources Act moves through the process of becoming law, some MLAs


are expressing concerns about how effective the new legislation will be.


The bill proposes revamping mining legislation that has been unchanged since before


devolution.
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Some of the most important changes include giving the Industry, Tourism and Investment


minister new powers to set regulations and requiring mining companies to sign benefit


agreements with Indigenous governments affected by new mining projects.  


MLAs Kevin O'Reilly and Cory Vanthuyne spoke about the bill in the Legislature Tuesday during


its second reading — a step on the bill's way to becoming a law.


O'Reilly expressed concern about those new powers and questioned whether the territory's


Department of Industry, Tourism and Investment could adequately regulate the mining


industry.  


"It's not clear what the regulation process is going to look like, it doesn't have to go to a


standing committee, it doesn't have to involve the public, [it's] very unclear," he said. "It's in the


hands of the minister to sort those matters out."


N.W.T. Mineral Resources Act to require benefit agreements with Indigenous gov'ts


Though there are some aspects O'Reilly approves of, such as the benefit agreements and


online staking, he pointed out several specific areas that he says need to be improved.


"It could and should have been done a little bit differently," he said. "What we've ended up with


is really sort of a hollow shell in some ways, where all the details are left to regulations."


Those details include reporting exploration work, hiring targets and royalties. He says they're


all important topics not included in the legislation, but will instead be up to the government to


set out later on.   


O'Reilly has long been a critic of the government's approach to the mining industry, suggesting


that it needs to take a tougher approach, especially around collecting royalty payments from


mining companies.


N.W.T. mine benefits agreement criticized on 1st day of spring legislature sitting


The Mineral Resources Act does not set out any specific rules about royalties. Instead, it gives


cabinet latitude to set new regulations respecting how much mines repay the territory and how


that would be enforced.
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Wally Schumann, the minister of Industry, Tourism and Investment, has said the territory is


working on a separate review of its royalty regime. That review is complex and expected to take


several years.


He defended his bill in the legislature this week, conceding that it wouldn't please


everyone, but said it will serve the needs of the Northwest Territories.


"Not everybody will be happy with everything in this bill, including me," Schumann said. "This


bill is built on collaboration and consensus of the people of the Northwest Territories.


"I support the bill that we're bringing forward. I believe it is the right bill at the right time for the


right industry."


Frame Lake MLA Kevin O'Reilly calls the Mineral Resources Act a 'shell' which leaves regulation up to the
industry's discretion. (Andrew Pacey/CBC)
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Kam Lake MLA Kieron Testart says he supports the bill, but wonders about whether


making benefit agreements a requirement will make much of a difference, since the current


system appears to be working.


"I just don't know why we need an additional tool if we already have two other tools [impact


benefit agreements and socio-economic agreements] that allow equity for Indigenous groups


and governments affected by mining," he said.


Ultimately the bill gives the Northwest Territories the ability to set its own rules about its most


important industry, Testart said, and he believes there's room for improvement as it's reviewed


by the standing committee on economic development and the environment.  


Act revised, and revised again


The consensus government system in the Northwest Territories allows regular MLAs to


comment and provide input on prospective bills before they become law.  


That process is usually secret, but in October, leaked correspondence between cabinet and the


standing committee suggested the two sides were far apart on several issues covered by the


act.


Industry, Tourism and Investment Minister Wally Schumann admits the Mineral Resources Act won't please
everyone, but says it will work for the Northwest Territories. (Alex Brockman/CBC)
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Since then, there have been revisions that brought the bill into its current form — which


unanimously passed its first and second readings, leaving only one more step before becoming


law.


Now, MLAs have 120 days to review and offer comment on the bill before it goes back to the


Legislative Assembly for its third and final reading.
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removes the need for entry-level prospectors to be the first ones to notice mineral
opportunities while staking.
 
FYI, my most successful opportunities in the field occurred while staking claims or tagging
claim posts where I stumbled upon several chance discoveries of quartz veins or change in
vegetation which was a significant clue to a potential mineral deposit.
 
In my opinion, there is no reason that the process of legally staking a claim cannot be subject
to an individual submitting to the Mining Recorder's office a downloaded electronic file with
the relevant waypoints together with a signed affidavit that he in fact walked the claim line,
GPS'd the corner posts marked with flagging tape and where necessary, indicate witness posts
were used because of waterways or swamps.Furthermore, the individual is often part of an
exploration team which is supported by local or territorial outfitters.
 
In this way, we can be assured that our efforts to train First Nation youths to the needs of the
Mining Industry such as practical use of GPS will result in good paying year-round
employment.  The initial field work often leads to further jobs such as soil/silt/water sampling
and the recognition as an experienced Field Technician. I know of many field techs who went
on to become Geologists.
 
Thanks for taking the time to read my concerns.
 
Sincerely,
 
Mark Pocklington
Edmonton, AB
Cel: 780.964.3339


